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MC Config - 20190821083600

ENHANCEM
ENT

Improved UI performance in all actions to make them open and save faster.

ENHANCEM
ENT / NEW

MCUpgrade Configuration: If you select "run via your own solution" on the Elevation tab, you now also have the option of performing 
whitelisting.

ENHANCEM
ENT / NEW

MCUpgrade Configuration: Added a new option next to the "Prepare or Publish Upgrade" button: "Always use latest MCUpgrade files 
and license". By default, this option is checked to ensure that the most recent files are used.

NOTE: This option is only visible in advanced mode or when unchecked. It should be manually enabled in older configurations in 
almost all cases.

CHANGE / 
ENHANCEM
ENT

MCUpgrade Configuration: Added a new option "Also run upgrade during client shutdown if ready" on the user experience tab. In 
existing upgrade configuration this is enabled for compatibility reasons; in new upgrade configurations it is disabled by default.

The reason for not wanting to run upgrades during client shutdown is that end users often shut down Windows right afterwards, causing 
the upgrade to be interrupted or fail.

FIX Fixed an issue in MCUpgrade configurations where the option "Run Upgrade only if client is older than the following release ..." did not 
properly match Notes versions in some cases.

FIX Fixed an issue in MCUpgrade configurations where the configured conditions were not applied on the first save - they were requiring a 
second document refresh to work.

CHANGE / 
ENHANCEM
ENT

Newly created DLL Update actions will now put the (p)mc.dll by default in the data directory.

CHANGE / 
ENHANCEM
ENT

Essentials binaries deployed to the Data directory via Mailbased Install will now have filenames that include "_data" at the end. This 
helps prevent issues where the wrong Essentials binary gets loaded.

FIX Fixed an issue in OnlineUpdate where the available languages were not properly displayed (it only showed the language code).

FIX Fixed an issue where OnlineUpdate would not properly validate the MCUpgrade license key, allowing the start of an update with an 
empty field leading to an error.

FIX Fixed an issue in the Automate Cleanup action where the source database selction would not allow to specify additional databases in 
some situations.

This component release is part of MarvelClient 10.1

http://kbase-prod-01.panagenda.local:8090/kbase/display/mc/MC+10.1
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